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Good to Great Principles 
Discussed

The Goals of this Overview

To gain better understanding of Good to Great 
principles
To apply those principles as a team to become 
a great organization
To see the power of asking the right question
To see how Good to Great principles serve as a 
background framework for the Strategic 
Planning Model.

Good to Great Principles Discussed

Good to Great –
Social Services

Good to Great

Good to Great Principles Discussed
Good to Great Principles Discussed

Becoming a Great Organization
The Role of Mission and Vision

BHAG – Big Hairy Audacious Goal

The Hedgehog Concept
• Passion to produce?
• Best in the World at?
• Resourcing – Gaining Time, Money, Brand

Leadership & Structure
• Level 5 leaders
• Right structure and right place

Developing Indicators and Measurements
• Superior Performance
• Distinctive impact
• Lasting Endurance

The Hedgehog Principle
Passion, Best at, Resource Engine

The Power of a Focused Question

The Hedgehog Principle
Passion, Best at, Resource Engine

Taking the time to assess that we are 
asking the absolute best question we can.

So that we maximize our insight and 
learning and provide clarity to our focus.
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Passion 
What is your passion?

What makes you pound the table?
What is your mission and vision?

What is your calling?

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

A superior question

These may be helpful for individuals or for organizations to get
the ball rolling, but there may be a superior question for 
organizations.

The Hedgehog Principle
Passion, Best at, Resource Engine

Passion 
What is your passion?
• Teaching the urban poor so they can have a vision for their life

What makes you pound the table?
• Messed up kids caught in a cycle of poverty whose family and 

communities are in decay

• What is your mission and vision?
• Mission -Teaching the Urban poor so they have a vision for 

their life
• Vision – Hundreds of individuals who use their gifts and talents, 

families transformed and healthy, communities made healthy

What is your calling?
• Teaching the urban poor so they can have a vision for their life

EXAMPLE 1 – An inner city teacher

Passion 
What “product” are you passionate about producing [in 

12 words or less]
• 18 year olds that have a vision for their life 
• Neighborhoods whose crime/divorce/drugs are 

reduced by70%

EXAMPLE 1 – An inner city teacher
EXAMPLE 2 – Missionary Organization

Passion 

What is your passion?
• To reach people for Christ 

What makes you pound the table?
• People dying and not knowing Christ.

What is your mission and vision?
• Mission – To present Christ and develop Spiritual 

Leaders in the marketplace.
• Vision – Workplace Movements Everywhere in order that 

everyone knows someone who is a true follower of Jesus

What is your calling?
• To reach people for Christ and disciple them

Passion 

Open questions
• Direct outreach – you do evangelism
• Outreach through others – you train others to do it
• Direct discipleship of others to be evangelist
• Resource others to do evangelism and discipleship

EXAMPLE 2 – Missionary Organization

Passion 
What “product” are you passionate about producing [in 12 

words or less]
- Believers with a Prayer/Win/Build/Send DNA 
- Teams of Believers creating movements in their spheres 

of influence.

EXAMPLE 2 – Missionary Organization
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We are #1 in the world at…

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What can you be best at?

superior questions ?

Best At
What (are we)/(can 

we) be #1 in the world 
at?

We can be #1 in the world at…

Make a list by finishing these sentence over and over again with
specific items

The Hedgehog 
Principle

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Resource Engine
What drives your resource 

engine?

Further work

• Define what kind of Time, Money, Brand the organization needs?
• Why does it need to be in this form?
• What are the methods of gaining more of Time, Money, Brand that
have been identified?

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can 

we) be #1 in the world 
at?

The Hedgehog 
Principle

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can we) 
be #1 in the world at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

The Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

The Hedgehog Principle is the dynamic intersection of the 3 circles. 

The Hedgehog 
Principle

Is the Hedgehog Principle the same 
as  answering the 

“What is the Critical Event?”
Question?

A difference to explore

The Hedgehog 
Principle

The Unintended Consequences of the
“What is the critical event?”

question

What is the critical event of the 
human body?

The heart?
The brain?
The Lungs?
The Liver?
The Kidneys?

The Unintended Consequences of the
“What is the critical event?”

question

The “what is the critical event?”question
can distract and can create organizational 
confusion, because there are multiple 
critical events that have to take place

To suggest that there is only one critical 
event, over simplifies the situation. 

And it creates debate as to what is most 
important or an uneasiness that there is 
not agreement or clarity
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The Unintended Consequences of the
“What is the critical event?”

question

It would be better to realize that 
organizations are like a living organism. 

By their nature they are complex

Thus the Hedgehog principle is the 
dynamic intersection of the 3 circles –

Not a single critical event, but multiple 
critical events working together. 

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can we) 
be #1 in the world at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

The Hedgehog is the dynamic intersection of the 3 circles. 

The Hedgehog 
Principle

Mission, Vision & BHAGs

Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

BHAG

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

the super clear 
statement  that pull

us forward

BHAG—To become the global leader of resourcing 
workplace believers with the, vision, tools, and 
strategies to reach others for Christ, to disciple new 
believers and to develop (movement) leaders in order 
to create movements everywhere in the marketplace.

Mission – To present Christ and develop leaders in the 
marketplace.

Vision– Workplace Movements Everywhere in order 
that Everyone Knows Someone who is a true follower 
of Jesus.

Vision– We see a day when……

Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

BHAG

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

the super clear 
statement  that pull

us forward

So the BHAG – really 
focuses organization with a 

clear direction

Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

BHAG

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can we) 
be #1 in the world at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

The Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

* Hedgehog is the dynamic 
intersection of the 3 circles.

the super clear 
statement  that pull

us forward
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Level 5 Leadership

Level 1 – Highly capable Individual – makes productive contributions 
through talent, knowledge, skills and good work habits

Level 2 – Contributing Team Member - Contributes individual 
capabilities to the achievement of group objectives, and works 
effectively with others in a group setting

Level 3 – Competent Manager – Organizes people and resources 
toward the effective and efficient pursuit of predetermined objectives

Level 4 – Effective Leader – Catalyzes commitment to and vigorous 
pursuit of a clear and compelling vision, stimulating higher performance 
standards

Level 5 – Executive – Builds enduring greatness through a paradoxical 
blend of personal humility and professional will

Level 5 leaders in right spots

Greatness flows first and foremost from having 
enough of the right people (critical mass) on the bus 
in the key seats (vital organizational positions) where 
their gifts and skills fit.

The right people are self motivated, self disciplined, 
who wake up every day compulsively driven to do the 
best they can because it is a part of their DNA.

Level 5 Leadership

Hardworking, self motivated, self disciplined, driven to do their 
best along with personal humility and professional will

Getting the right people on the bus also includes:

• having an inspirational vision 

• that addresses the problems of the people and the 
world we are trying to reach

• that shows we have the tools and techniques to 
accomplish the vision

• and that others are already involved changing lives 
all around the world.

Level 5 leaders in right spots
Hardworking, self motivated, self disciplined, driven to do their 

best along with personal humility and professional will

Level 5 Leadership

Then following these 3 key principles
• Set the standards high.  [the more selective, the 

more attractive it becomes]
• Pre-Screen people before getting them on the bus
• Once you have a great person, hang on to them.

Level 5 leaders in right spots
Hardworking, self motivated, self disciplined, driven to do their 

best along with personal humility and professional will

Level 5 Leadership
Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

BHAGPassion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can we) 
be #1 in the world at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

* Hedgehog is the dynamic 
intersection of the 3 circles.

the super clear 
statement  that pull

us forward
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Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

BHAGPassion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can we) 
be #1 in the world at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

* Hedgehog is the dynamic 
intersection of the 3 circles. 

the super clear 
statement  that pulls 

us forward

Level 5 leaders in right spots

FAT, hardworking, self m
otivated, self 

disciplined, & driven to do their best
O

ur Pow
er Source

Indicators and Measurements

A great organization is one that deliver superior 
performance and makes a distinctive impact over 
a long period of time. 

Indicators and Measurements

Superior Performance – in business, performance is defined by 
financial returns and achievement of corporate purpose.  In the 
social sectors, performance is defined by results and efficiency in 
delivering on the mission.

Makes a Distinctive Impact – The organization makes such a 
unique contribution to the communities it touches and does it’s 
work with such unadulterated excellence that if it were to 
disappear, it would leave a hole that could not be easily filled by 
any other institution on the planet. 

Achieves Lasting Endurance – the organization can deliver 
exceptional results over a long period of time, beyond any 
single leader, great idea, market cycle, or well-funded 
program.  When hit with setbacks, it bounces back even 
stronger than before.

superior performance > distinctive impact > long period of time

Indicators and Measurements

Create Indicators - Remember all indicators have 
shortcomings – both qualitative and quantitative

What matters is not finding the perfect indicator, but settling 
upon a consistent and intelligent method for assessing your 
output results 

Measurements - Some outputs defy measurement 
(quantitative (statistics) vs. qualitative (evidences)) 

If the results are qualitative – think of yourself as a trial 
lawyer that is assembling a combined body of evidence 

superior performance > distinctive impact > long period of time

Indicators and Measurements
Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

BHAGPassion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can we) 
be #1 in the world at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

* Hedgehog is the dynamic 
intersection of the 3 circles. 

Level 5 leaders in right spots

FAT, hardworking, self m
otivated, self 

disciplined, & driven to do their best
O

ur Pow
er Source

the super clear 
statement  that pulls 

us forward
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Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

BHAGPassion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can we) 
be #1 in the world at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

* Hedgehog is the dynamic 
intersection of the 3 circles. 

Level 5 leaders in right spots

FAT, hardworking, self m
otivated, self 

disciplined, & driven to do their best
O

ur Pow
er Source

the super clear 
statement  that pull

us forward

Indicators & 

Measurements

-Superior performance

-Distinct Impact

-Lasting Endurance

Our Guidance System

The Good to Great Model and 
The Strategic Planning Process

The Good to Great Structure serves as the foundation 
map that the Annual Strategic Plans lay on top of

The Good to Great Model and 
The Strategic Planning Process

The Strategic Planning Model

Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

BHAG
the super clear 

statement  that pulls 
us forward

Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

BHAG
the super clear 

statement  that pulls 
us forward
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Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

BHAG
the super clear 

statement  that pulls 
us forward

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can 

we) be #1 in the world 
at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

BHAG
the super clear 

statement  that pulls 
us forward

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can 

we) be #1 in the world 
at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

Level 5 leaders in right spots

FAT, hardworking, self m
otivated, self 

disciplined, & driven to do their best
O

ur Pow
er Source

Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

BHAG
the super clear 

statement  that pulls 
us forward

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can 

we) be #1 in the world 
at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

Level 5 leaders in right spots

FAT, hardworking, self m
otivated, self 

disciplined, & driven to do their best
O

ur Pow
er Source

Indicators & 

Measurements

-Superior performance

-Distinct Impact

-Lasting Endurance

Our Guidance System
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Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

BHAG
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statement  that pulls 
us forward
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we) be #1 in the world 
at?

Resource Engine
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Level 5 leaders in right spots

FAT, hardworking, self m
otivated, self 

disciplined, & driven to do their best
O

ur Pow
er Source

Indicators & 

Measurements

-Superior performance

-Distinct Impact

-Lasting Endurance

Our Guidance System

Mission = purpose & target group
Vision = the artwork = the picture

Mission & Vision define the atmosphere

BHAG
the super clear 

statement  that pulls 
us forward

Passion 
what do we have a 

passion to produce?

Best At
What (are we)/(can 

we) be #1 in the world 
at?

Resource Engine
Defining & Gaining More 

Time, Money, Brand

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog is our 

DNA & the channel 

of our power

Level 5 leaders in right spots

FAT, hardworking, self m
otivated, self 

disciplined, & driven to do their best
O

ur Pow
er Source

Indicators & 

Measurements

-Superior performance

-Distinct Impact

-Lasting Endurance

Our Guidance System The Goals of this Overview

To gain better understanding of Good to Great 
principles
To apply those principles as a team to become 
a great organization
To see the power of asking the right question
To see how Good to Great principles serve as a 
background framework for the Strategic 
Planning Model.

Good to Great Principles Discussed
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